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We argue that the unusual properties of a wide class of materials based on Jahn-Teller 3d- and 4d-ions with

different crystal and electronic structures, from quasi-two-dimensional unconventional superconductors (cuprates,
nickelates, ferropnictides/chalcogenides, ruthenate Sr2RuO4), manganites with local superconductivity to 3D ferrates

(CaSr)FeO3, nickelates RNiO3 and silver oxide AgO with unusual charge and magnetic order can be explained

within a single scenario. The properties of these materials are related to the instability of their highly symmetric

Jahn-Teller ”progenitors” with the ground orbital E-state to charge transfer with anti-Jahn-Teller disproportionation

and the formation of a system of effective local composite spin-singlet or spin-triplet, electronic or hole bosons

moving in a non-magnetic or magnetic lattice. These unusual systems are characterized by an extremely rich variety

of phase states from non-magnetic and magnetic insulators to unusual metallic and superconducting states.
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1. Introduction

Investigation of spin-triplet superconductivity (STS) is

of fundamental research and practical importance most

of all because, on the one hand, formations of S = 1

superconducting carriers cannot be by any means explained

within the traditional Bardeen−Cooper−Schrieffer (BCS)
theory, and, on the other hand, bound Majorana states

may be implemented in the spin-triplet superconductors

to be further used in topological quantum computing.

However, currently there is neither a single STS theory or

solid-state materials with reliably ascertained STS. Even in

strontium ruthenate Sr2RuO4, which has been considered

as an example of the first STS material for many years, the

spin nature of superconducting carriers remains a matter of

heated discussions (see the review [1]). Earlier in [2], one of
the authors offered a mechanism for spin-triplet composite

boson formation as a result of so-called
”
anti-Jahn-Teller“

disproportionation in compounds based on nominally Jahn-

Teller (JT) 3d-ions or JT magnets. This mechanism

pointed out, in particular, spin-triplet superconductivity of

Fe-pnictides and Fe-chalcogenides predicted as early as

in 2008 [3]. Over the past years, new research results

for JT magnets based on both 3d- and 4d-ions, first of

all ruthenates, as well as new arguments both for and

against spin-triplet superconductivity have been obtained.

This study expands the
”
anti-Jahn-Teller“ disproportionation

model to a wider class of JT magnets than in [2],
including 4d-magnets (ruthenates, silver compounds) and

2D nickelates RNiO2 and shows that all they may be

described within a single scenario. Section II describes

a class of JT magnets and their evolution resulting from

the competition of the Jahn-Teller stabilization energy and

d−d-disproportionation. Section III addresses possible

phase states of JT magnets. Section IV summarizes

effective Hamiltonians of the spin-triplet boson system in

non-magnetic and magnetic lattices. A concise conclusion

is provided in Section V.

2. Jahn-Teller magnets

Jahn-Teller (JT) magnets include compounds based on

Jahn-Teller 3d- and 4d-ions with tn1
2g en2

g type configurations

in highly symmetric octahedral, cubic or tetrahedral en-

vironment and with ground orbital E-doublet [2]. These

are compounds based on tetra-complexes with d1 confi-

guration (Ti3+, V4+) and high-spin (HS) d6 configuration

(Fe2+, Co3+), octa-complexes with HS d4 configuration

(Mn3+, Fe4+, Ru4+), low-spin (LS) d7configuration (Co2+,
Ni3+, Pd3+), and octa-complexes with d9 configuration

(Cu2+, Ni1+, Ag2+) (see the Table). The JT magnet

class includes a many promising materials which are in

the focus of the modern condensed matter physics such

as manganites RMnO3, ferrates (Ca,Sr)FeO3, ruthenates

RuO2, (Ca,Sr)RuO3, (Ca,Sr)2RuO4, wide set of Fe-pnictides

(FePn) and Fe-chalcogenides (FeCh), 3D nickelates RNiO3,

3D cuprate KCuF3, 2D cuprates (La2CuO4, . . . ) and nicke-

lates RNiO2, and silver-based compounds (AgO, AgF2)
(see the Table). These materials have a wide range of

unique properties from various types of magnetic and charge

ordering to metal-insulator transition and superconductivity.

Lifting the orbital degeneracy in JT magnets may be

due to the specific features of crystalline structure like,
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Jahn-Teller 3dn and 4dn-systems which are optimal for formation of superconductivity induced by
”
anti-JT“ disproportionation. The last

column shows the examples of actual compounds

JT conf.
Sym. LS/HS

Local
Lattice

Compound

JT ions boson examples

3d1(e1
g) :

2E
tetra −

e2
g : 3A2g A1g

?
Ti3+, V4+ s = 1 S = 0

3d4 (t32g e1
g) :

5E
octa HS

e2
g : 3A2g A2g (Ca,Sr)FeO3

Mn3+, Fe4+ s = 1 S = 3/2 RMnO3

4d4(t32g e1
g) :

5E e2
g : 3A2g

A2g RuO2

Ru4+
octa HS

s = 1 S = 3/2
(Ca,Sr)2RuO4

(Ca,Sr)RuO3

3d6(e3
gt32g) :

5E
tetra HS

e2
g : 3A2g A1g

FePn, FeCh
Fe2+, Co3+ s = 1 S = 3/2

3d7(t62g e1
g) :

2E
octa LS

e2
g : 3A2g A1g RNiO3

CoII+, NiIII+ s = 1 S = 0 AgNiO2

3d9(t62g e3
g) :

2E
octa −

e2
g : 3A2g A1g KCuF3

Cu2+, Ni+ s = 1 S = 0 K2CuF4

4d9(t62g e3
g) :

2E
octa −

e2
g : 3A2g A1g

AgO
Ag2+ s = 1 S = 0

3d9(t62g e3
g) :

2B1g octa∗

−

b2
1g : 1A1g A1g HTSC cuprates

Cu2+, Ni+ square s = 0 S = 0 CuO, RNiO2

4d9(t62g e3
g) :

2B1g
square −

b2
1g : 1A1g A1g

AgF2Ag2+ s = 0 S = 0

for example, in
”
apexless“ 2D cuprates (Nd2CuO4) and

nickelates RNiO2, and also to Jahn-Teller effect which

usually results in formation of an antiferromagnetic insulator

phase (see, for example, La2CuO4, KCuF3). A com-

peting orbital degeneracy lifting mechanism in the JT

magnets considered above is the
”
anti-Jahn-Teller“ d−d-

disproportionation according to scheme

3dn + 3dn → 3dn+1 + 3dn−1, (1)

involving formation of system of bound or relatively free

3dn+1 electron and 3dn−1 hole centers featuring an elec-

tron/hole pair. An electron/hole center can be formally

represented as a hole/electron center with an electron/hole

pair 3d2/3d2 localized in the center. In other words,

the disproportionation system can be formally represented

as a system of local spin-singlet or spin-triplet composite

electron/hole bosons
”
moving“ on the hole/electron center

lattice. Note that the disproportionation energy formally

coincides with the local correlation energy U .

In the systems with strong d−p-hybridization (cation-
anion covalence), the disproportionation reaction (1) shall

be written in the
”
cluster“ language, for example, like for

CuO4 clusters in CuO2 planes of cuprates

[CuO4]
6− + [CuO4]

6− → [CuO4]
7− + [CuO4]

5−, (2)

instead of

3d9 + 3d9 → 3d10 + 3d8. (3)

In any case,
”
symmetric“ d−d-disproportionation as op-

posed to
”
asymmetric“

”
single-center“ d−p-disproportio-

nation [4] has a two-center nature, though can include d−p-
transfer between the clusters.

Bound electron and hole centers form an elec-

tron/hole (EH) dimer characterized by strong coupling with

the specific vibrational mode of expansion/compression of

the adjacent clusters (half-breathing, or breathing mode).
Note that the metastable EH dimers can be also formed as

a result of condensation of
”
Mott-Hubbard“ d−d-excitons

with charge transfer.

It can be easily seen that the best conditions for

boson superconductivity induced by disproportionation are

expected for the parent 3dn systems with transfer of

eg -electron/hole and with 3dn±1-configurations correspon-

ding to maximally stable empty, filled or half-filled t2g -

and eg -shells. Local composite bosons with e2g : 3A2g

configuration with orbital non-degenerate ground state,

i.e. S-type state, moving in the lattice composed of

centers also with S-type ground state can actually form

only in this case, which allows to minimize the vi-

bronic reduction effect and avoid localization. These are

eg -electrons/holes that can ensure the maximal magnitude
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of the boson transfer integral due to the involvement of

the strongest cation-anion σ -bonds. The transfer inte-

gral value depends on the cation-anion bond covalence

parameters. Thus, the systems which are the best for

superconductivity associated with disproportionation shall

be sought for among, for example, oxides, rather than

fluorides, because d−p-covalence is much stronger in

oxides than in fluorides. And finally, in full accordance

with Hirsch’s concept of hole superconductivity [5,6], hole
composite bosons shall be considered as the best ones

for HTSC.

The best composite boson configurations and spin as

well as orbital state and local spin of the lattice formed

as a result of anti-JT-disproportionation in JT magnets with

3dnconfiguration as well as some 4d JT configurations

are listed in the Table. The last column of the Table

shows the examples of popular 3d- and 4d-compounds,

whose properties eventually support the conclusions of our

model. Among all systems with the possibility of bo-

son superconductivity induced by anti-JT-disproportionation

as listed in the Table, the bulk superconductivity has

been reliably observed only in 2D cuprates/nickelates,

Fe-pnictides/chalcogenides and ruthenates Sr2RuO4 and

RuO2 [7,8]. Multiple experimental and theoretical stu-

dies [9–15] show that LaMnO3 and substituted compounds

exhibit the properties typical for manifestation of the local

spin-triplet superconductivity. Disproportionation has been

firmly ascertained in ferrates (Ca,Sr)FeO3, 3D nickelate

RNiO3 and silver oxide AgO.

Focus shall be made on the predicted spin-triplet super-

conductivity as a result of anti-JT-disproportionation only for

JT magnets with highly symmetric (octahedral, tetrahedral),
though distorted, environment. Thereby, a special position

of systems with d9 configuration, primarily cuprates, in the

Table shall be noted.

Cu2+ in octahedral complexes is characterized by the

strongest JT bond and is the most popular almost
”
textbook“

illustration of the Jahn-Teller effect. This effect results in

formation of insulating state of quantum antiferromagnet,

for example, in KCuF3 and La2CuO4. However, as

opposed to fluoride, JT distortion in La2CuO4 results in

formation of CuO2-planes with
”
perovskite“ configuration

of CuO4-clusters with the ground b1g ∝ dx2−y2 state of

eg -hole, which ensures the strong σ -bond channel for

hole transfer in CuO2 plane and for disproportionation (2)
with formation of spin-singlet and orbital non-degenerate

(1A1g) electron center [CuO4]
7− (equivalent of Cu+)

and Zhang-Rice (ZR) hole center [CuO4]
5− (equivalent

of Cu3+).
Analysis of multiple experimental data shows that the sys-

tem of CuO4-centers in CuO2 planes formed either due to

the JT effect both in La2CuO4 and other cuprates with the

T -structure or due to specific crystal chemistry like in
”
apex-

less“ cuprates with T ′-structure is unstable with respect to

charge transfer and disproportionation. Within the charge

triplet model [16–22], full disproportionation in CuO2 plane

results in formation of the hole and electron center system

whose Hamiltonian is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the

system of effective hole spin-singlet composite bosons on

non-magnetic lattice formed by electron centers [CuO4]
7−.

Such bosons are not conventional quasiparticles, but are an

indivisible part of the hole ZR-center.

The absence of fundamental qualitative differences in

the electron structure of
”
apexless“ nickelates RNiO2 and

cuprates, primarily cuprates with T ′-structure, is pointed

out in [21,22]. The unusual properties of cuprates and

nickelates are the result of
”
competition“ of various pa-

rameters that govern the ground state of CuO2 (NiO2)

planes. Thus, while for the vast majority of parent

cuprates there is an antiferromagnetic insulating phase,

which corresponds to the limit of strong local correla-

tions, this phase was not found in the parent nickelates

RNiO2, which can be associated with a lower value

or even change of the local correlation parameter sign.

In [21,22], we offer that a
”
parent“ system shall mean

cuprate or nickelate with hole half-filling of CuO4 (NiO4)

centers, which, depending on the parameters of local

and non-local correlations, transfer and exchange integrals,

as well as
”
external“ crystal field formed by the out-

of-plane environment, can have a different ground state

from antiferromagnetic insulator (AFMI), unusual Bose

superconductor (BS), Fermi metal (FL) to non-magnetic

charge-ordered (CO) insulator. Obviously, these phases will

differ not only in electronic, but also in lattice degrees

of freedom whose interaction ensures the minimum of

the total free energy. In addition, the competition of

several possible phases with close energies will lead to

phase separation, which will have a significant effect on

the observed physical properties. In particular, a so-called

pseudogap phase of cuprates is a result of AFMI-CO-BS-FL

phase separation [21].

The anti-JT-disproportionation model predicts the possi-

bility of
”
silver way“ to superconductivity in the systems

based on Ag2+(4d9), i.e. 4d-equivalent of Cu2+. The

most probable candidate is silver fluoride AgF2 [23–25] also

known as α-AgF2, a perfect equivalent of cuprate La2CuO4

with surprisingly close electron parameters, but with higher

buckling of AgF2 planes. However, this fluoride is a

canted antiferromagnetic insulator, though close to instability

with charge transfer. Experimental studies [26] report that

a metastable disproportionated diamagnetic β-AgF2 phase

was detected and interpreted as charge-ordered Ag1+Ag3+F4
compound, which quickly transforms into α-AgF2 structure.

As opposed to antiferromagnetic insulator Cu2+O, its

silver 4d-equivalent Ag2+O is a diamagnetic semiconduc-

tor with disproportionated Ag sublattice whose chemical

formula is often written as Ag1+Ag3+O2 with collinear

O-Ag1+(4d10)-O bonds and square-planar Ag3+(4d8)O4

bonds [27,28]. Moreover, [AgO4]
5− cluster like [CuO4]

5−

center in cuprates is in non-magnetic state of Zhang−Rice

singlet type.
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3. Phase states of Jahn-Teller magnets
unstable with respect of charge
transfer

Many experimental data acquired during a long-term

study of various properties of a wide class of 2D cuprates

and nickelates and the theoretical simulation of phase

diagrams in the charge triplet model [21] give important

information regarding possible phase states of JT magnets

unstable to charge transfer.

Some long-range order in JT magnets starts forming

at high temperatures in a disordered phase for which

competition of electron-vibrational interaction, spin and

charge fluctuations for low-temperature ground state is

typical. Local JT interaction results in stabilization of

low-symmetry insulating magnetic structures. Low-energy

charge fluctuations of the local anti-JT-disproportionation

reaction type (1), depending on the relationship between the

local and non-local correlations, one- and two-particle trans-

fer integrals and electron-vibrational interaction parameters

with the mode typical for the electron-hole pairs (breathing
or half-breathing), can result in formation of a wide range of

phases from charge (CO) and spin charge ordering, collinear

and noncollinear magnetic ordering, coherent metallic Fermi

liquid phase, boson superconductivity phase (BS), and

specific quantum EH dimer phase [21,29].

Taking into account the existence of one- or two-particle

transport, the high temperature phase for such systems will

look like a kind of
”
boson-fermion soup“ [30] or

”
strange“

metal with T -linear resistance dependence and violation of

the Ioffe−Regel criterion. Actually, the
”
strange“ metal

phase is typical for all materials included in the Table.

Anti-Jahn-Teller disproportionation in
”
two-band“ systems

of high-spin octa-centers with 3d4, 4d4 configuration or

tetrahedral JT centers with 3d6, 4d6 configuration predicts

unusual phases with the existence of a system of delocalized

effective spin-triplet bosons with e2g : 3A2g configuration

moving in the magnetic lattice with localized spin 3/2

and configuration t32g (see the Table), while this does not

preclude the existence of unusual phases with localized

spin-triplet boson and delocalized t2g -electrons (see the

review [31]).
However, which seems more surprising, our simple

model provides convincing predictions as to supercon-

ductivity and its features in quasi two-dimensional Fe-

pnictides/chalcogenides and ruthenates Sr2RuO4 and RuO2

which differ in electron structure of active centers and, in

particular, in case of FePn and FeCh, in the local crystalline

structure. In both cases, the model predicts hole-type boson

spin-triplet superconductivity in FePn/FeCh with rather high

Tc and electron spin-triplet superconductivity in Sr2RuO4

with very low Tc , actually in accordance with Hirsch’s ideas

on the hole nature of HTSC [5,6]. Our model actually

assumes that the superconducting carriers in FePn/Ch com-

pounds consist of eg -holes, rather than of t2g -electrons as

predicted by the one-electron multi-orbital band model [32].

Spin-triplet nature of superconducting carriers in FePn/FeCh

was offered as early as in 2008 [3,33] and supported by a

set of experimental data [34–36], though the experimental

data is controversial [37,38]. It is worth noting that the main

current method for determining superconducting carrier

spin is the spin susceptibility measurement by Knight shift

measurement [31]. It is considered that spins in the triplet

superconductor shall be polarized in the external magnetic

field like free spins in a conventional metal. Thus, it can

be expected in such system that the spin susceptibility

and Knight shift shall not have any features in Tc . Spin

anisotropy may suppress this for some directions, but not

for others. In a spin-singlet superconductor, magnetic

susceptibility vanishes at T → 0. Thus, for spin-singlet

superconductivity, decrease in homogeneous spin suscep-

tibility below Tc may be expected, though the same can

occur for certain triplet components, though the vanishing

susceptibility is often hard to identify due to the background

Van Vleck contribution. However, such procedure does

not include a complex nature of spin interactions and spin

structure of spin-triplet superconductor.

The superconducting state as one of the possible ground

states of JT magnets can compete with a normal Fermi

liquid state, charge order, spin charge density wave, collinear

or noncollinear magnetic order as well as specific quantum

phases. Variety of competing phases definitively indicates

an important role of phase separation effects [21,39], which

shall be considered first of all during the experimental data

review.

4. Effective Hamiltonian of the system
of spin-triplet composite bosons

At variance with the spin-singlet bosons, the effective

spin-Hamiltonian of the spin-triplet composite boson system

contains a set of additional terms, including generally a

conventional magneto-dipole interaction Vmd , anisotropic

boson-boson bilinear and biquadratic exchange interaction,

second order single-ion spin anisotropy. However, for the

system of s = 1 bosons in the magnetic lattice, additional

terms of local and nonlocal spin-spin interaction between

bosons and magnetic lattice occur in the effective spin-

Hamiltonian. More specifically, to describe dispropor-

tionated systems, we should consider the electron-lattice

interaction primarily with so-called
”
half-breathing“ mode,

but below the effective Hamiltonian of spin-triplet bosons

will be discussed in the approximation of a
”
frozen“ lattice.

4.1. Non-magnetic lattice

As shown in the Table, anti-Jahn-Teller disproportionation

in the system of tetrahedral JT centers with 3d1, 4d1

configurations, low-spin octa-centers with 3d7, 4d7 config-

uration or octa-centers with 3d9, 4d9 configuration results

in formation of ahalf-filled system of effective spin-triplet
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bosons moving in the non-magnetic lattice. The Hamiltonian

of such system may be written as

H = −
∑

i> j,ν

ti j
(
B̂†

iν B̂ jν + B̂ iν B̂†
jν

)

+ V
∑

i> j,ν,ν′

niνn jν′ −
∑

i,ν

µνniν + Hs , (4)

where for composite boson creation/annihilation operators

B̂†
iν/B̂ iν , independently of spin component ν = 0,±1,

Fermi permutation anticommutation relations are satisfied

on one site and Bose commutation relations are satisfied for

different sites

{
B̂ i , B†

i

}
= 1,

[
B̂ i , B̂†

j

]
= 1. (5)

Fermi anticommutation relations may be rewritten in the

form of [
B̂ i, B̂†

i

]
= 1− 2B̂†

i B̂ i = 1− 2N̂i . (6)

In general, these relations preclude double population of a

site with bosons. For the spin-independent boson transfer

integral in external magnetic field, the standard peierls

substitution may be used

ti j → ti j e
i(8 j−8i ), (7)

wherein

(8 j − 8i) = −
q
~c

R j∫

R i

A(r)dl, (8)

where A is the vector potential of a homogeneous magnetic

field, integration occurs on the line connecting sites i
and j . The second term in (4) describes inter-site

correlations (V ), which are similar for different projections

of boson spin. Chemical potential µ is introduced to fix

boson concentration n = 1
N

∑
iν〈n̂iν〉. Spin-Hamiltonian Hs

of the spin-triplet boson system is written as

Hs = Vmd +
∑

i> j

J i j(ŝi · ŝ j) +
∑

i> j

j i j(ŝi · ŝ j)
2

+ K
∑

i

(mi · ŝi)(ni · ŝi) −
∑

i

(h · ŝi) . . . , (9)

where only few typical terms are highlighted, J i j and

j i j are bilinear and biquadratic isotropic exchange integrals,

respectively, K is the constant, and m and n are the unit

vectors generally defining two typical axis of the second

order single-ion anisotropy, h is the external field.

4.2. Magnetic lattice and double exchange

However, the anti-Jahn-Teller disproportionation in the

system of high-spin octa-centers with 3d4, 4d4 configuration

or tetrahedral JT-centers with 3d6, 4d6 configuration results

in formation of a system of effective spin-triplet bosons with

e2g : 3A2g configuration moving in the magnetic lattice with

localized spins S = 3/2 with t32g configurations (see the

Table). The effective Hamiltonian of such system may be

also written as (4), but the spin-Hamiltonian H will have a

much more complicated structure. Taking into account only

bilinear spin-spin isotropic exchange, this may be written as

Hs =
∑

i> j

J ll
i j

(
Ŝi · Ŝ j

)
+

∑

i> j

Jbb
i j (ŝi · ŝ j)

+
∑

i 6= j

Jbl
i j

(
ŝi · Ŝ j

)
+

∑

i

Jbl
ii

(
ŝi · Ŝi

)
, (10)

where the first term describes the
”
lattice“ spin exchange,

the second term describes the exchange interaction between

spin-triplet bosons, the third and fourth term describe the

exchange between bosons and lattice spins, while the latter

term actually describes the Hund intraatomic exchange. In

order for Hund’s rule to be fulfilled, the exchange integral

Jbl
ii shall be assumed as a large ferromagnetic integral.

Taking into account transfer of spin-triplet bosons, we

actually arrive at a Bose analogue of the simplest model

of double exchange [9].

5. Conclusion

Unusual properties of a wide class of materials based

on Jahn-Teller 3d- and 4d-ions with different crystalline

and electronic structures, from quasi two-dimensional un-

conventional superconductors (cuprates, nickelates, Fe-pnic-
tides/chalcogenides, ruthenate Sr2RuO4), manganites with

local superconductivity to 3D ferrates (CaSr)FeO3, nick-

elates RNiO3 and AgO with unusual charge and mag-

netic order, may be explained within a single scenario

where their instability with respect to the anti-Jahn-Teller

disproportionation is assumed. These systems feature

formation of effective local composite spin-singlet or spin-

triplet, electron or hole S-type bosons moving in non-

magnetic or magnetic lattice, which results in extremely

wide range of phase states from non-magnetic and magnetic

insulators to unusual metallic and superconducting states.

The anti-JT disproportionation model predicts the spin-

triplet superconductivity in ruthenates Sr2RuO4 and RuO2,

Fe-pnictides/chalcogenides FePn/FeCh, manganite LaMnO3,

though one or another spin-charge order is implemented

in well-known
”
candidates“ (Ca(Sr)FeO3, RNiO3, AgO).

The model assumes that the superconducting carriers in

FePn/Ch compounds consist of eg -holes, rather than of

t2g -electrons as predicted by the one-electron multi-orbital

band model. The best conditions for HTSC with spinless

local bosons and spinless lattice can be achieved only for

low-symmetry quasi two-dimensional d9-systems such as

2D cuprates and nickelates. Effective Hamiltonians for

spin-triplet composite bosons in non-magnetic and magnetic

lattices have a complicated spin structure, which shall be

taken into account for interpretation of superconducting

carrier spin experiments.
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